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Section 1: Executive Summary 

Introduction to Conference and Team Reports 

The #CanadaWeWant conference, organized by the Students Commission of Canada (SCC), took place March 3 to 10, 

2020 at YMCA Cedar Glen in Nobleton, Ontario. More than 150 youth and adult allies from across Canada attended the 

conference to discuss a variety of topics and to develop recommendations and materials to illustrate what youth want to 

see in their country. All aspects of the conference were presented in both of Canada’s official languages and translation 

took place across formal and informal interactions at the conference, with many bilingual youth taking leadership roles 

to include their unilingual friends in conversations. 

The #CanadaWeWant conference is the anchor event for the #CanadaWeWant year-long youth movement. The youth 

movement is focused on putting young people’s ideas for improving themselves, their peers and their communities into 

action. It is grounded in the SCC’s Four Pillars: Respect, Listen, Understand, Communicate™. The youth movement uses 

four guiding lenses to explore topics. At the conference, the four guiding lenses were used to frame the 

recommendations. These lenses were selected based on recurring themes that emerged during previous youth 

conferences. The lenses ensure that young people analyze the issues connected to their theme through different frames. 

The four guiding lenses are:  

• Rural, Remote and Northern Communities 

• Structural Racism 

• Truth Leading to Reconciliation 

• Children’s Rights 

Youth at the beginning of the conference chose theme teams on topics that interested them. Each theme team had a 

purpose; some explored the challenges and issues facing youth in an open-ended way and suggested ways to meet those 

challenges. Other teams were working directly on questions or challenges brought to them by different organizations or 

government departments. All teams created recommendations and deliverables that took very different shapes 

depending on their challenge.  

The eight teams, their purpose, key outputs, and recommendations for action were:  

• Youth Policy in Action: 

− Reviewed and assessed Canada’s existing Youth Policy, then determined how it can be turned into 

concrete action. 

− Began the process of providing input into Canada’s first ever State of Youth Report. 

− Key Recommendation: Create direct-to-youth incentivized systems for annual accountability to youth 

on national Youth Policy progress.  

• Authentic Social Identity Formation (SIF) and Mental Health:  

− Reviewed the Students Commission SIF project, validated and refined the Project Model, and 

identified next steps.  

https://www.sharingthestories.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2020/Youth-Policy-into-Action_CWW-Report_05-25-2020.pdf
https://www.sharingthestories.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2020/CWW-Report-SIF-MentalHealth_2020_07_23_e.pdf
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− Key Recommendation:  Use the refined SIF Model and its components to provide spaces online and 

offline for young people to explore and share their authentic self, build connections with diverse peer 

groups, and share their emotions without fear of judgement or reprisal.  

• The Future of Public Education in Canada:  

− Educate young people about the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), 

specifically the right to a quality education. Proposed creative solutions for the Future of Public 

Education in Canada initiative so that current and future students experience a high-quality, rights-

respecting education.  

− Key Recommendation:  Create national curriculum and teacher training standards, implement key 

curriculum updates, and increase community participation in schools.  

• #ThisIsCanada: Canada Through Our Lens: 

− Identified gaps in history curricula across Canada that youth have experienced related to diversity. 

− Key Recommendation: Correct current history curricula of the provinces and territories to address a 

lack of focus regarding the history of different minority groups that are significant in Canada.  

• International Experience Canada: 

− Explored how to encourage more Canadians to take advantage of international work and volunteer 

opportunities and identified the barriers that may be inhibiting them from doing so. 

− Key Recommendation: Better inform parents about international work, travel options and their 

benefits, and negotiate new Youth Mobility Agreements (YMAs) with more diverse countries to lessen 

Canadians of colour feeling excluded or uninterested in the program.  

• Healthy Relationships: 

− Explored what a healthy relationship looks like, sounds like, and feels like and demonstrated that 

through intentional relationship and community building among the group members during the 

conference.  

− Key Recommendation: Increase the naming of relationships as healthy or unhealthy, build awareness 

across generations, and create action in communities.  

• #MyEnvironment: 

− Explored  the deep-rooted government systems that contribute to the drastic toll climate change has 

taken in many ways across Canada. 

− Key Recommendation: Increase youth environmental advisory councils and committees on provincial, 

territorial and municipal levels and increase financial support for youth leading environmental 

stewardship and entrepreneurship initiatives.  

• Sharing the Stories:  

https://www.sharingthestories.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2020/Future-of-Public-Education_CWW-Report_06-09-2020.pdf
https://www.studentscommission.ca/en/this-is-canada
https://www.sharingthestories.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2020/CWW-Report-IEC_2020_08_12_e.pdf
https://www.sharingthestories.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2020/Healthy-Relationships-and-Communities_CWW-Report_08_13_2020_e.pdf
https://www.sharingthestories.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2020/CWW-My-Environment-Report_08_31_2020_e.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UINM3mxGS6o&t=29s
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− Built a team of young people to tell the story of the conference, gathered and analysed data, took 

photos, made videos, designed graphics, recorded interviews, and found ways to creatively share this 

information to share the collective story of the conference.  

− Key Recommendation:  Build a year-round youth StS team to assist SCC staff in following up with 

delegates to continue to tell their stories post-conference 

 
See Section 3 for one-page summaries of each team’s work and/or visit the link to each team’s full report. 

Young people explored these topics by working through the SCC’s Young Decision Makers Model. They shared their 

feelings, beliefs, experiences, and aspirations surrounding their theme topics. They also consulted with research, experts, 

and other young people at the event to create key recommendations for policy and program change. As a conference 

finale, each theme team selected two young people to present at a showcase event at Roy Thomson Hall in downtown 

Toronto, Ontario to an audience of community stakeholders, policy makers, and decision makers. Additionally, young 

people participated in creating other outputs, such as videos, program material, and knowledge mobilization products. 

The conference design uses the CEYE’s published Youth Engagement Framework1 to support youth to achieve outcomes 

at system, social, and individual levels. This report will first outline the recommendations and outputs youth delegates 

created for government and organization system stakeholders, then move to outcomes achieved that improved social 

relationships among the delegates, and finally outcomes for them as individuals. 

For more information on the conference methodology and process contact The Students Commission. 

Key Takeaways 

• Young people and key decision makers benefitted from the conference in concrete ways with substantive 

outputs produced 

• The conference offered a safer2 space for learning, socializing and risk taking 

• Youth were and felt supported; influencer and inclusion training was effective 

• Challenge, the opportunity to challenge, face challenge, and process challenge was a significant part of the 

conference experience 

• Individual youth journeys documented day by day through the conference demonstrate how the process 

worked 

• Each year recommendations are produced by youth and conference staff on ways to improve the conference 

and the evaluation of the conference 

• It is important to try to track these results over time, both prior to and post conference.  

 

The report will explore these key takeaways in greater depth. 

 

1 Rose-Krasnor, L. (2009). Future directions in youth involvement research. Social Development, 18, 497-509. 

2 The term “safer space” rather than safe space has been recognized as an effective practice, supporting youth and adult allies  to assess the 
varying degrees of risk in any situation or environment, and that there will likely always be some degree of risk present to be assessed, which 
will vary by individual. 

https://archives.studentscommission.ca/ydm/resources/YDMProcessDiag2010poster_e.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWwvt_roLlocBLFYNqiexvQ
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Section 2: Who was there?  

The conference was made up of diverse youth from a variety of backgrounds and locations. The infographics break down 

the demographics of the youth participants and influencers who took part in CWW 2020. First, a quick summary of those 

who responded.3 

The majority of young people at the conference were 19-years-old or younger (72%), and 26% were 13-16-years-old. 

Youth were present from every province as well as from Nunavut and Yukon Territories; just over half (58%) lived in a 

community of more than 10,000 and less than an hour's drive from a city (71%). Over half of the youth were women/girls 

(56%), 39% were boys/men, and 7% were gender non-conforming. The youth were from the following cultural and racial 

backgrounds: North American (50%), First Nations, Métis, and Inuk (42%), Multi-ethnic (18%), Caribbean and West and 

South African (5%), Asian (9%), European (11%), and Arab (2%), and 88% were born in Canada. Of youth who responded, 

35% identified as queer or questioning and 67% as heterosexual.4 Young people spoke a variety of languages as well, 

including English, French, and many Indigenous languages.  

  

 

3 Not all youth responded to the demographic surveys. In the infographic No response or No Answer/ Prefer Not to Say both refer to youth who 
responded to the demographics survey but didn’t offer a response to that specific question, or if a young person gave feedback through HHFS 
but did not complete a demographic survey. The other percentages are calculated among the complete data for each question. 

4 Demographic categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive, youth may have identified with more than one group.  
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Section 3: Team Recommendations 

Recommendations from Theme Teams 

The following are summaries of the full reports of each theme team. The full 

reports for each team have been published on the Students Commission of 

Canada’s website here: 

http://www.studentscommission.ca/en#announcements 

 

Youth Policy in Action 

Purpose: To discuss the federal government’s State of the Youth Report and how it can provide a snapshot of Canada’s 

progress on the Youth Policy for Canada. 

Vision for Change: To ensure that Canada’s youth policy and annual State of Youth Report from the federal government 

is easily accessible and accountable to all young people. 

Recommendations: 

1. Create youth-approved systems and plans for government transparency and accountability that include direct 

and incentivized avenues for youth to tell the government how they can better serve them 

2. Create regional-specific approaches when turning Canada’s Youth Policy into Action, including municipal youth 

strategies that follow the mandate of the national youth policy and access for the young people on crown 

boards 

3. Increase access to quality opportunity including opportunities for young people to dictate funding that affects 

them, and address shortfalls in quality and access in areas such as transportation, life-skills, guidance 

counselling, mental health services, and cultural service specific to the region 

4. Increase and improve avenues for young people to address the disconnect between youth voice and 

educational institutions, including opportunities funding that affects them inside the school system 
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Social Identity Formation (SIF) and Mental Health 

Purpose: To review work and data gathered through the Students Commission of Canada’s 

SIF project in order to test and refine its Safer Spaces Model and identify next steps for the 

project. 

Vision for Change: To build safer spaces in communities and online spaces across Canada, 

providing opportunities for young people to explore and share their authentic self, build 

connections with diverse peer groups, and share their emotions without fear of judgement 

or reprisal. 

“I will make sure that Indigenous people of Canada, and Metis & Inuit get  

a truly EQUAL voice in this world.” 

Recommendations for making a Safer Space: 

1. The space must be relaxed and silly: bonding activities, laughter, humour to develop relationships, unforced and 

inclusive, diversity of activities, enjoyable, going outside, playing different games to speak to different people’s 

interests. 

2. The space and the group must be comfortable: breaks, snacks, coffee, comfortable chairs, sitting in a circle with no 

one outside of the circle, equal leadership, freedom and choice, to enter/exit the room freely and move around, to 

share or withhold information during activities, to share anonymously. 

"Take time to reground yourself. Your 20 min away from your group is  

more valuable than 2h not present." 

3. Provide the assurance of safety: Properly articulate and prepare for difficult issues; name that safer spaces are not 

naturally organic things; be deliberate about it. The facilitator must contribute to the safety of vulnerability in the 

space, ensure youth perceive facilitators as part of the group, rather than leaders of the group.  Understand who is 

coming to the group, how youth feel like they have the opportunity for others to know them.  Share basic information 

and emotions, which can transition to slight emotional discomforts, and progress from there.  Consider existing 

relationships between group members and how they may impact the space. Learn about the different cultures within 

the group, asking who they are, where they’re from, and silly things.  Culture is not limited to ethnicity!  Create 

openness, a judgement-free zone, with micro-safe spaces for smaller groups to develop a sense of understanding and 

companionship. 

“I'd keep it in mind that things that were brought up were to stay  

within the group if needed so.” 

“I've learned that everyone is coming to this space with some trauma  

or vulnerability. I've learned that the four pillars come in to play with  

our conversation topics in this group and everyday life more  

than I originally thought.” 

4. Focus on creating equality and shared ownership of the space: Use processes that create a sense of equality. Provide 

the opportunity to speak equally. Go in order rather than picking people and rotate order.  
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International Experience Canada (IEC) 

Purpose: Building off of input gathered from the 2019 #CWW conference, 

identify ways to make the International Experience Canada program more 

accessible to young people. 

Vision for change: To encourage more young Canadians to take advantage of 

international work and volunteer opportunities and remove the barriers that 

may be inhibiting them from doing so. 

Recommendations:  

Youth want the following intermediate outcomes to be achieved within 1-3 

years: 

• Parents are better informed about international work and travel options and their benefits  

• IEC’s promotional efforts are seen by youth 

• More information about international work and travel opportunities available to youth 

• A greater effort to inform more diverse schools and community centres 

To achieve these outcomes, the youth suggested 10 concrete recommendations for IEC: 

1. Develop and roll out a “did you know” social media campaign 

2. Produce videos of alumni 

3. Parent-for-parent promotion to address fears and views of parents  

4. Create a support hotline for youth while abroad 

5. Create posters for the places that they gather  

6. Create a FAQ page 

7. Provide information sessions with greater emphasis on how to apply and travel, to support what is available 

and why it may be of value  

8. Create a starter kit: for how to plan, apply, and travel abroad  

9. Create connections between local community centres and international community centres  

10. Negotiate new Youth Mobility Agreements (YMAs) with more diverse countries: Youth in the group believe that 

the current makeup of IEC’s partner countries being primarily majority white is a manifestation of structural 

racism and that it is leading to Canadians of colour feeling excluded or uninterested in the program 
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#MyEnvironment 

Purpose: To support youth to explore challenges and solutions related to the 

environment and climate change, a priority issue identified by the #CWW 

youth planning team. 

Vision for change: This land and its environment unite us all beyond race, 

class, religion, and our past. We must move forward together towards the 

Canada we want. We only have one chance. We need to do it right and we 

need to start now. The Canada we want has clean drinking water for all, 

doesn’t have to worry about the future of our resources, provides youth with 

a say in their future, allows young people to be stewards of their land, and 

achieves its environmental goals. 

Recommendations: 

1. Ensure youth voices are heard and represented in communities and on all levels of government. 

a. Implement youth environmental advisory councils and committees on provincial, territorial, and 

municipal levels. 

b. Increase financial support for youth leading environmental stewardship and entrepreneurship 

initiatives. 

2. Create an effective strategy to significantly reduce Canada’s emissions and waste production associated with 

consumerism. 

a. Improve current policies to enforce a higher level of corporate environmental responsibility. 

b. Improve the effectiveness of sustainable waste management systems. 

c. Implement proper waste management in communities. 

d. Adopt responsible consuming practices to reduce waste. 

3. Foster respectful relationships with Indigenous peoples. 

a. Partner with local community leaders to tackle environmental issues in Indigenous communities. 

4. Implement school curriculum on the environment and climate change across the country. 

a. Include opportunities for learning in natural environments and opportunities for sustainability 

projects.  

b. Make an environmentally responsible lifestyle an integral part of Canadian culture. 
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Future of Public Education 

Purpose: To provide youth perspectives to the organization People for Education on two key 

initiatives: The Right to Education and the Future of Public Education in Canada. 

“I know what a mitochondria is but I  

don’t know my rights.” 

Vision for change: We want a Canada where students feel safe and comfortable in their 

schools. A Canada where students learn about true history. Where truth and reconciliation are taught and discussed.  Where 

the curriculum is relevant to where to job market is heading. Where students have access to menstrual products, toiletries, and 

contraceptives. Where schools try to break down social barriers and accept students for who they are.  Where schools are close 

to students and optional online courses are free and accessible.  We want a Canada with a culturally relevant curriculum. A 

Canada where the arts are valued and promoted in school. A Canada where Indigenous students have access to learning and 

speaking their language. A Canada where there is a federal curriculum for certain subjects, a Canada where class sizes are small 

and our educators are respected and supported. We want a Canada where students have a say in the way their school is run. 

Recommendations for a 10-year vision respecting the right to quality education: 

1. Create national curriculum standards 

“[I learned] how different educational standards are across the country … I feel  

shocked [by] the lack of unity in education across Canada.” 

2. Create national standards for teacher training 

3. Make key curriculum updates (Arts, Life-skills, Technology, UNCRC, Modern Jobs, Health) 

“Thinking back to how education was for me in high + elementary school is  

interesting and hearing how not much has changed.” 

4. Foster cultural respect and address social barriers 

“Appreciate others’ cultures and what others had to go through in a more  

understanding and respectful way.” 

5. Provide a wide variety of educational opportunities 

6. Offer free access to resources in schools (contraceptives, toiletries, menstrual products) 

7. Ensure schools are safe and accessible 

“I shared my story as well as the stories of others from Northern Ontario in  

regards to discrimination in school systems.” 

8. Enhance opportunities to learn multiple languages 

9. Decrease class sizes 

10. Enhance community participation within schools 

11. Demonstrate respect and support for our educators  
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#ThisisCanada 

Purpose: To advance the work of a youth-created, youth-led project, 

#ThisIsCanada, that is focused on reviewing school history curriculums, 

and identifying ways to fill gaps from the lenses of structural racism, 

Truth and Reconciliation, and inclusion. 

Vision for change: Seeing all people receive the space, rights and 

benefits they deserve, and our history curriculums reflecting the stories 

of peoples not currently and accurately in them. The #CanadaWeWant 

is the Canada that acknowledges the harm that has been caused and a 

Canada dedicated to walking the path of truth leading to reconciliation. 

Recommendations: 

1. Correct current history curriculums of the provinces and territories to address a lack of focus regarding the 

history of different minorities that are significant in Canada.  

2. Increase pressure on the provincial and territorial governments to update and include the voices of all 

Indigenous and minority groups and their significance in Canadian history. Schools should incorporate 

Indigenous ways of teaching, knowing, and doing. 

3. Ensure that our generation and generations to come are accurately informed about the events that led to the 

Canada we have today, rights, and privileges. Extend this effort beyond the education system, to law 

enforcement, decision makers, and people in positions of power.  

4. Ensure that Indigenous history, Indigenous knowledge keepers, and experts are involved in the process of 

creating the school curriculum and learning material, mandatory from kindergarten onwards. 
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Healthy Relationships and Communities 

Purpose: To explore and define what healthy and unhealthy relationships look like in 

order to inform a teen dating violence prevention project, Be The Program, that the 

Students Commission of Canada is developing through funding from the Public Health 

Agency of Canada. 

Vision for change: There is value in naming relationships as they are, as being either 

healthy or unhealthy. Change cannot occur without both sides of the coin: intentional 

understanding that unhealthy relationships exist, that they are common, and that they 

need to be recognized personally, across generations, and in community. We identify 

three priorities for change: increasing the naming of relationships as healthy or 

unhealthy, building awareness across generations, and creating action in communities. 

Recommendations: 

1. Increase public awareness of what healthy and unhealthy relationships look like 

a. Create interactive/ multimedia education products: websites, movies, songs, videos, bus ads, billboards etc. 

as vehicles for communication 

2. Enhance education about healthy and unhealthy relationships 

a. Support in-school compulsory programs/workshops on heathy/unhealthy relationships through activities, 

guest speakers, wellness weeks 

“I learned that we need more lessons about healthy relationships in  

our communities and school curriculums.” 

b. Ensure current, relevant, and age-appropriate topics related to Healthy and Unhealthy Relationships are 

taught in K-12 public education curriculums 

c. Train youth as peer-to-peer influencers to run community-based programs related to healthy relationships 

d. Provide training and resources to individuals who support those in unhealthy relationships, particularly 

parents/guardians/teachers/frontline workers 

3. Implement key program recommendations for the SIF project 

a. Provide safer spaces training 

b. Consult a diverse selection of youth throughout all stages of curriculum and program development 

4. Implement high quality mental health programs and support systems to address intergenerational trauma and the 

role it plays in unhealthy relationships 

“I learned that around Canada we are lacking in knowledge of healthy relationships  

and programs to help. Not enough people have the resources of knowing what a healthy relationship is.” 
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Section 4: How did the conference environment 
support the outcomes of these recommendations? 

This section will describe how the conference environment was achieved, and how the environment is associated with 

the outcomes achieved at system, social, and individual levels. Specifically, this section will look at:  

• How young people documented the conference   

• How a safer space supported:  learning, socializing, risk taking and encouraging action 

• How influencer training and an intentional Inclusion Team supported the creation of safer spaces within the 

conference structure 

• How youth experienced the various challenges of the conference and how those challenges are associated with 

outcomes 

• Journeys of various youth day by day throughout the conference and changes that they experienced in those 

journeys 

 
Previous Foundations and Evidence: 

This conference has been held annually since 1991 and each year adds innovations and adaptation generated by 

previous youth on planning committees and staff reflections, but its core processes have essentially remained the same, 

strengthened by the innovations.  

The following is a list of articles links, videos and reports that provided the theory, details on the key practices and 

processes (the how-to) and previous evaluations. 

Theory and Practice: Pedagogical Foundations 

• Youth Engagement Framework, Conceptual model explained, and Survey Map work sheet 

• Rose-Krasnor, L. (2009). Future directions in youth involvement research. Social Development, 18, 497-509 

• Pancer, S. M., Rose-Krasnor, L., & Loiselle, L. D. (2002). Youth conferences as a context for engagement. New 

Directions for Youth Development, 96, 47-64 

• Critical Factors for Youth Development: Autonomy, Relatedness, Connectedness 

• Qualities of Programs 

• Youth Who Thrive Literature Review 

• Conference Deconstruction Facilitator Guide and Deconstruction video 

Previous Reports:  

#CanadaWeWant : Children’s Rights Report 2018 

#CanadaWeWant Conference Report (2019) 

https://www.studentscommission.ca/assets/pdf/en/publications/Youth-engagement-framework_2011_e.pdf
https://www.studentscommission.ca/assets/pdf/en/publications/Youth-engagement-model_2008_e.pdf
https://www.studentscommission.ca/assets/pdf/en/publications/Youth-engagement-survey-map_2011_e.pdf
https://www.youthwhothrive.ca/message07_01.php
https://www.youthwhothrive.ca/message08_01.php
https://www.youthwhothrive.ca/resources/Critical-Factors-for-Youth-Thriving-Report.pdf
https://archives.studentscommission.ca/cww_conf/resources/FacGuideMaster2018_Feb20_e.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9Diqv72Z98
https://www.studentscommission.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2018/Childrens-Rights-Report.pdf
https://www.studentscommission.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2019/CWWConf_Report_July15_2019_Final.pdf
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Young people documenting conference 

Throughout the conference, the Sharing the Stories theme team documented the day-to-day process. The theme team 

was led by SCC facilitators and was composed of young people who chose to join the team because of their common 

interest in collecting and documenting the experiences of their peers, and finding ways to creatively share them. This 

group of youth helped to make decisions about the questions to explore, how to gather data, contributed to the 

collection, analysis, and reporting process. They took charge in asking their peers to complete surveys, and conducted 

interviews about participants’ experiences via audio recording. 

With support from the facilitators and from the “Once Upon a Brand” production team, young people also came up with 

ideas for multimedia projects they executed throughout the week and displayed at the final conference showcase at Roy 

Thomson Hall in Toronto.  Early in the week they were entrusted with audio visual (AV) equipment to capture flat and VR 

video, digital photography, and sound bites to capture the essence of what the conference represented. The evaluation 

plan also focused on exploring how the conference environment and experience influenced critical thinking, leadership, 

learning, personal growth, and positive social risks among other things which are outlined further on in this section.  

A key evaluation and program tool was the Head, Heart, Feet, and Spirit (HHFS) tool which asks people to respond to 

four questions:  

1. HEAD – What have I learned today? 

2. HEART – How do I feel about today? 

3. FEET – What will I do with what I've learned today? 

4. SPIRIT – How did I connect today? 

 
At the end of every day facilitators collected the confidential sheets from members in their theme team, reviewed the 

responses of their group, and handed them into conference organizers who reviewed HHFS from all of the groups. This 

allowed both facilitators and conference organizers to make adjustments in real time as the conference progressed.  For 

example, if a particular group was struggling and needed more time to process, programming was adjusted and extra 

supports were provided, such as reducing the conference deliverables for this theme team, or visits from adult allies or 

elders.  It also gave power to participants, as they knew that organizers were looking at their anonymous responses daily.  

Finally, daily reflection was useful for giving people time to take a moment to process the day and their experience by 

responding.  
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In terms of conference evaluation, the HHFS daily sheets were coded with a unique ID for each participant and linked via 

that number to their demographic data and some more limited quantitative data collection. This provided the 

opportunity to track the journeys of individuals throughout the conference, as well as explore whether or not different 

demographics of youth experienced the conference differently. 

The conference environment offers a number of challenges for collecting consistent data from young people and each 

year we integrate lessons from the previous conferences into our approach. These challenges include: an emergent 

schedule determined by daily needs of participants, travelling far and being away from home, long (12 hours) and often 

tiring days that include discussions about emotionally heavy topics, a need to balance time between enjoyment, rests, 

and discussions, as well as having young people contribute to and learn about data collection.  

The temptation to try to collect quantitative data from a national sample of youth for a variety of purposes exists each 

year of the conference. Funders, of which the conference has several, require their own surveys. This puts pressure on 

the participants and can cause “survey fatigue”.  As the fatigue surfaced, the Sharing the Stories Team adjusted its 

evaluation plan to focus on the qualitative data collected by the youth and the HHFS data, giving the youth in the 

research team the opportunity to learn more about research techniques. 

“Learning new technology, coding, data entry, results from larger group questions/polls. 

Really good day learning new things and getting to know people more within our theme 

group.” 

Youth supported voice is key 

 
This table shows how many HHFS reflections we received per day out of the number of youth participants who could 

have responded 

Day Number of HHFS responses Number of conference 
delegates present 

Response Rate 

1  30  38 80% 

2 36  38 95% 

3 24  38 63% 

4 76  120 63% 

5 81 120 68% 

6 47  120 39% 

7 50  89 56% 

 

Some youth delegates called Influencers were present at the pre-conference for Influencer training and therefore they 

had more opportunities to respond to the HHFS than did other youth.  The influencers filled out 4.2 responses on 

average compared to the 2.9 responses for other delegates. However, influencers and other delegates had a very similar 

average response rate during the main conference (2.6 vs. 2.7). In preliminary analyses there were no significant 
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demographic differences by ethnicity, sexuality, rural and remote community5 in those who responded to HHFS 

compared to those who did not respond6 or in the average number of responses (among those who responded). There 

were some statistically significant age and gender differences in the number of responses, depending on how these 

variables were categorized. There were no age or gender differences in whether youth responded to HHFS or not, 

however. These are tentative conclusions about the equitability of the HHFS method for gathering youth voice regarding 

their experiences and should be interpreted with caution. These findings should be explored further in future analyses. 

 

 
 

Methods for Analysis of Head, Heart, Feet and Spirit Themes 

HHFS responses were analysed for key themes by two analysts. Each analyst read all of the responses and coded one half 

of the data into initial themes. The following graphic presents the most prevalent themes and sub themes from this 

initial analysis, sized according their relative frequency organized by Head, Heart, Feet and Spirit (words in black). These 

themes were then put into framework themes informed by previous HHFS codebooks and youth outcomes research 

done by SCC and its academic team, using the conceptual framework of the Safer Spaces model and the CEYE Youth 

Engagement model. For example, the initial theme of ‘learning about people at the conference' is discussed in the 

section that follows in terms of what people learned, how people came to feel safe, and how they made connections. 

 

 

5 Preliminary analysis. Responses to HHFS tested with Pearson chi-squared and mean number of responses through t-tests and one-way 

ANOVAs for multi categorical demographics. Not all youth responded to all of the demographic questions. To see the demographic 

categorizations that were used see Appendix 1.  

6 The number of non-responses to demographics were small (<17), which may not be enough to find statistically significant differences at a 

significance level of 0.05.  

https://www.studentscommission.ca/assets/pdf/en/publications/Youth-engagement-model_2008_e.pdf
https://www.studentscommission.ca/assets/pdf/en/publications/Youth-engagement-model_2008_e.pdf
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Offering safer spaces 

Creating safer spaces, including the conference itself and then smaller safer spaces within, is associated with several 

outcome sub-themes by the delegates which will be explored in this section.  First, at the individual level, themes of 

learning and positive risk taking were considered, then at the social level the theme of making connections, and finally, 

at the system level, the theme of making changes was explored.  
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Safer spaces 

Participants actively take part in safer space creation at two levels: with everyone at the conference and within their 

theme teams. They engage with the Four Pillars as a large group and then time is spent in their teams setting guidelines, 

and getting to know each other through sharing their experiences. 

Participants reflect on the Four Pillars throughout the conference but the references are more common on the first day 

of the pre-conference and of the main conference: Without 1 pillar in the 4 pillars, there's no connection. Applying this 

knowledge to future conversations/ relationships. Applications of the pillars are seen in how young people describe their 

experiences in the space as one where they can be vulnerable and listened to, where they hear and learn from other 

people’s points of view, and feel comfortable, supported, and respected.  

 

I connected by going to the outdoor activity. After that I feel more comfortable with my group. 

I feel pretty good about today, I feel more comfortable than I did yesterday and I enjoyed today's 

session because each day I am able to become more open with everyone, which helps me 

personally everyday. 

I feel closer and more comfortable with my group. 

I will remember how good it feels to share my ideas and have people listen to them and vice versa. 

Respect towards others and how to listen. I heard very powerful stories and their voices were 

heard. 

I listened, learned and shared. 

I've learned that I'm happy with the person that I've become and that I have a stronger support 

system than I originally thought. I've also learned that I'm not alone. 

Being honest and vulnerable in this group can lend to group discoveries and support. 

I've learned that everyone is coming to this space with some trauma or vulnerability. I've learned 

that the four pillars come into play with our conversation topics in this group and everyday life 

more than I originally thought. 

 

Some young people also reflected on specifically trying to make each other feel included at the conference. 

 

Someone who spoke French shared something very personal and I wrote her a letter and am 

getting a friend to translate for me. I wanted to let her know she isn't alone. 
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I won’t "Judge". Like if someone speaks a different language then we can still be friends. 

I shared some traumatic experiences to relate with others, I hugged others while they hugged me 

so that we were not alone. 

 

More indications about the general environment of the conference can be found in young people's “Heart” responses, 

where they were asked to reflect on how they felt at the end of each day. The majority of these feelings can generally be 

categorized as positive, such as feeling good and amazing, happy, grateful, and excited. Other feelings that were more 

neutral or layered were also common, like being tired because of a long emotional day or long travel day or feeling sad 

the conference was ending because the experience was over and they would miss their friends. Feelings that could be 

characterized as negative such as feeling sad and heavy, anxious or sick made up the least number of “Heart” reflections.  

 

I said goodbye to some amazing people that I will NEVER forget! They, and all the people here have 

made an enormous impact on my life. Saying goodbye to them was really hard for me, but at least 

we can still keep in touch. The conference made a Huge impact on my life. I will keep this 

experience close to my heart, and I will truly never forget it. 

I feel really full of love and gratitude for everyone and their light & energy. 

I feel good about today. I was able to open up to the group about a big thing in my life and it 

almost feels like my home away from home and a second family. 

I feel really good and sad. Today was the last day and [I’m] genuinely going to miss everyone. 

Tired. A lot of long periods of time in the same space. Inspired and encouraged/powerful. 

Very TIRED! And also angry that our government won't do anything about [it]and they have it on 

the back burner. 

 

Learning  

One of the many things young people could do in this environment was learn about each other, and learn about 

themselves. These outcomes were concentrated most on the first and second day of the pre and main conference:  

 

Today I learned how to edit videos. I also learned more about the people in this group. 

I learned that the school system is very different than mine in Saskatchewan. In most they don't 

have classes that teach self love, Healthy relationships, and other classes related to those topics. 
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Today I learned that many of us have a lot of things in common which happens to keep the 

conversation going and helps more people open up in a way. I've learned that everyone has their 

own coping mechanisms and stories that they could share. 

I have learned a lot today. I learned about the different languages here, the different stories and 

burdens people carry and how much our topic means to others. There's so much stuck in my mind, 

but one thing that stuck with me is: we're all people with different experiences. 

I will be sure that when I’m speaking to someone, I will not assume everything about them because 

there's probably a lot that I don't know about. 

I learned that I shouldn't be ashamed of where my knowledge stands. Be more confident with 

myself. 

I learned that not everyone is going to judge you and, to speak up. thanks to [name] (one of the 

elders). 

 

The learning often consisted of sharing personal stories. 

 

I shared my story as well as the stories of others from Northern Ontario in regards to 

discrimination in school systems. 

I connected with people because I met new friends and related to others when we were 

discussing topics about ourselves and communities. 

I talked about rural and remote communities and provided personal input. 

 

Many young people also found that the conference was an important place for them to learn about Indigenous culture, 

true Canadian history, and current issues from across the country. This learning came from hearing about other people’s 

experiences, through discussions on their theme team topics, and wider conference programming. 

 

I definitely learned a lot about the different Indigenous cultures from across Canada because I live 

on the unceded territory of the Squamish Musqueam and Tsleil-Waututh peoples but I got to learn 

about some Inuit culture um, because of some people in my group. And I really enjoyed learning 

about the different cultures across Canada that I have not gotten a chance to learn about before.  

I have learned about the water level rising in [Kingston] and how it is affecting the community. 

I learned so much about the pain that so many youth feel across the country. 
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Also, I've learned that there are lots of rude people who act racist against other cultures at other 

schools. 

A different outlook on what people had to go through in residential schools. Appreciate others’ 

cultures and what others had to go through in a more understanding and respectful way. 

I have learned much about the importance of practicing Indigenous culture and what it means. 

 

Positive Risk Taking  

For some young people, the conference environment gave them a place to take positive risks and step out of their 

comfort zone. The theme arose in the daily Head, Heart, Feet, Spirit sheets and from interviews conducted by the youth 

from the Sharing the Stories team. Outcomes described included increased authenticity, trying things for the first time, 

and making new friends: 

 

I've learned I can be real with people. Even if I make mistakes. 

And that was my first time doing karaoke. After I performed […] a heavy weight got off of my 

shoulders. 

A risk I've took while on the trip is uh, talking to new people and making new friends. Because I feel 

if I um, didn't come here I wouldn't have all the chances to make like, new friends and meet new 

people. 

Well some of the risks I've taken was going out of my comfort zone to meet new people. Trying to 

make sure that they're at a safe-are you sure wanna? 

Some of the risks I've taken since coming here was going out of my comfort zone to ensure 

everyone has a safe space to connect with new people.  

Coming to the conference was a big risk for me because I didn't actually know anyone who was 

coming to the conference with me. I didn't have anyone, or I didn't know anyone else coming from 

my city. 

I ate one of the raw muffins in the cafeteria. 
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Making Connections 

Many youth spoke of their anxieties about being able to connect to others. “Socially, I feel like I'm getting along well with  

everyone. I want to connect with other Indigenous kids but I feel too different to be accepted by them.” Despite the fact 

that they were initially nervous, a large number of young people spoke about forming meaningful connections, making 

new friends, and strengthening existing relationships. This was likely facilitated by the safe environment that encouraged 

youth to share personal stories and take positive risks as demonstrated above.   

 

I connected with people in my group as we shared our stories and experiences with each other. 

Learned a lot about other people's community and how they would improve it. I connected with 

people because I met new friends and related to others when we were discussing topics about 

ourselves and communities. 

I connected with my thoughts & the theme group I chose. 

I connected on a strong level to both the space and the people in the group. 

I shared some traumatic experiences to relate with others, I hugged others while they hugged me 

so that we were not alone. 

Getting to know everyone and all the conversations I've had so far. And getting to meet people 

from different provinces and territories.  

I feel more connected with myself in a good way and with the new friends I made. I feel more 

confident. 

 

The smaller size and intimacy of the theme team group was an important factor. 
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I guess just making it a safe place is having those smaller groups more often than having a large 

group activity. Because when you're in a large group you can feel the peer pressure that you, you 

just, I don't know how to describe it but you just feel you're not part of something. But if it's smaller 

you can see the person, you can get to know them. 

Today during check in someone who wasn't from my group joined us and I had not checked in yet 

and had a PTSD episode and had to leave the space.  

 

Indigenous youth also specifically reflected on being able to connect to their cultures and each other.  

 

I connected by watching them dance and also doing the tobacco ties. 

Today I smudged and I felt so connected […] with my ancestors and the spirits. 

Using the knowledge I've learned and the strength of my ancestors [was] with me today. 

 

Change Making  

Ultimately, young people offered a large variety of things they planned to do with their conference experiences. Most 

youth spoke about taking what they had learned back to their home communities and friends.  While some delegates 

said they wanted to use what they had learned right away at the conference, others weren’t sure what they would do. 

Many youth also planned to develop ideas and projects further, learn more about topics or themselves, and continue 

building connections.  

 

I think that there's so much knowledge that has been shared at this conference. And just because 

there's knowledge coming from all different parts of Canada and different cultures, it's very 

interesting to me because I haven't learned about some of the information that was shared at this 

conference. So, I'm excited to go back to [location] and share with my friends and family about 

what I learned at the conference. 

I feel pretty good and I'm excited to go back to my community and um, use the training to influence 

other people based on what I learned so far. 

I have really been hit in the face with the concept of safe space. I am going to take this back to my 

community and further develop this. 

I will make sure that Indigenous people of Canada, and Metis & Inuit get a truly EQUAL voice in this 

world. 
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I will make sure to remember this information and I will be able to learn and be open to listening 

and learning about other cultures and religions. 

I will take what I've learned today back to my community and try to help others struggling with 

healthy/unhealthy relationships. 

I will educate/make my community aware about these issues & how we should address them. 

I will continue to be outgoing and talk to new ppl. 

Figure out why I don't show more of myself. 

 

Supporting youth influence and inclusion 

Influencer Training at the Pre-Conference 

New programming evolves out of previous conferences and young people’s ideas and visions for the future. In past 

years, the pre-conference trained youth as facilitators who have the role of leading the theme team groups. Many youth 

who attended the conference previously wanted to grow as leaders and facilitate theme teams, however, the teams had 

become unbalanced in terms of the ratio of facilitators to team participants as more youth saw the facilitator as an 

important role and wanted to lead. To adjust for this, for the first time, the conference organizers created a third role of 

influencer. Influencer training had been developed prior to the conference and the goal was to provide this training to 

half of the group at the pre-conference to develop their leadership skills, but in a different way than they had anticipated 

when they signed up for the conference thinking they would be facilitators. Influencers are trained in how to talk to their 

peers, support them in decision making, listen, and act as examples.  

From the HHFS reflections and the influencer journals there were some outcomes from taking part in the influencer 

training that showed their experiences differed from other delegates and may have also had an effect on other 

outcomes at the conference. Notably, this included many youth saying that they had learned new knowledge and skills 

about healthy relationships, substance use, as well as influencer and facilitator techniques.  

 

I really got to be present with the material we were covering. I really liked learning about attitudes, 

beliefs, values, and opinions. 

The social norms for gender, race, people in a community. 

The stages of changes and ways to make people change their perception and behaviour. 

I learned a lot about tobacco and who and how they use it across the country. 

I learned about different Icebreakers, ways to implement policy into action. 
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I learned to think about others’ circumstance. 

Today, I learned C-A-R-S, credible, accurate, reliable, sources. 

I learned how to communicate with people I'm not comfortable with and how to listen. 

 

Youth also noted that they would be using their new knowledge in their own lives and relationships as well as during the 

conference to guide and share with others:  

 

I will apply it to my own personal relationships with friends, family, and my partner. 

I will bring my newly learned connecting and problem solving skills back home to help family and 

friends through situations. 

Using the knowledge about influencers and the stages of changes to encourage participants in the 

next upcoming days.  Using the knowledge in SIF to prepare for my presentations in the future in 

my community. 

I feel good, today was long but definitely feel prepared for the youth coming tomorrow. Definitely 

don't know my role yet but tomorrow!   

I have learned a lot. I felt so helpful with what I've learned and I'm delighted to learn these skills. 

I will use my influencer skills when necessary. 

Continue using my skills in upcoming sessions. 

I will make sure to remember this information and I will be able to learn and be open to listening 

and learning about other cultures and religions. 

 

Young people heard about the influencer role for the first time upon arrival when they had originally been under the 

impression that they would be facilitators. Understandably, many were disappointed, they weren’t sure what to expect 

and this brought up mixed feelings. This created for many a lack of clarity surrounding role differentiation. Combined, 

this led to some youth being upset and confused, particularly near the beginning of the conference:  

 

"Influencer" is an empty title. I'm upset with the Commission. I wanted to be a facilitator, but I 

guess too many people signed up for it so they had to limit the number. But instead of saying 

"sorry, there are no more spots", they gave us the title of "Influencer". Cool, I'll take this new role. 
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And now I've realized that my 2 days of influencer training isn't being appreciated. It's like asking 

for a pen and receiving a pointy stick. 

I felt confused, and as if things are still up in the air. Some things seem to not be communicated 

between facilitators & influencers. 

A little uncertain about my role. 

Not quite sure how I feel about being an influencer, I came with the impression that I couldn't 

contribute and I didn't want to as I am actively learn[ing] how to step back so we'll see. 

I was supposedly not supposed to tell the rest of the participants that we were ”Influencers” but we 

weren't told that during training. So I was a bit puzzled about that honestly, didn't know where I 

stood.  

 

At the end of two main conference days, influencers met to debrief and were asked to write journal entries7 on how they 

had used what they learned and on how they had connected with their peers throughout the day. There were three 

influencers who said that they did not use their training. “I DID NOT USE ANYTHING I LEARNED TODAY WHATSOEVER”.  

Eight reflected positively and mentioned using certain influencer techniques, particularly OARS (Open-ended questions, 

Affirm, Reflect, Summarize) to open up the conversation and include more people within their theme teams and with 

other delegates. 

 

Something that I found interesting, was that I used the OARS concept today while in my theme 

team discussions. I asked open-ended questions as often as I could in order to get the individuals to 

talk more about their topic. From this I was able to reflect on what they were saying throughout 

the day. I was able to then summarize what they were saying in a manner that I could remember 

and also translate to others, in a more clear way. 

I used my "OARS" to engage in conversation. Whenever I spoke in my group, I translated what I 

said into French, that way The French-only speakers could understand what I said.  

The tools that I used from training were really the OARS -> and how it looked like was that during 

the activity we did with our social media and phones I really asked open-ended questions to get the 

most authentic response from my partner, and as well as constant reflection. 

 

7 13 journal entries were recorded the first day, and 10 on the second day.  
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Applying OARs as well as other influencer techniques came up in some of the 

ways young people felt they were able to foster connection with their peers.  

 
I did a better job at connecting with my peers today! I asked a lot of questions 

and listened to them so that I could understand them and in some cases relate. I 

made the step today to ask a member of my theme group to walk to supper 

with me, and I ended up sitting with him and another. We talked more at 

supper. I find I use the OARS without really even thinking about it. I would like to 

talk less and listen more. 

Today I connected with my peers by taking every opportunity to engage with them. An example of this would be 

when we were doing the step into the circle activity. When doing this I made the choice to be vulnerable and 

was met with it in return. Another example of this was when doing the outdoor activity and I took the 

opportunity to socialize & bond with my teammates (and some of them were in my theme team). 

 

Interestingly, some influencers interpreted what it meant to use their training by stepping back. For example, one 

influencer remarked “I didn't use much of the influencer training that we did because I wanted to listen to what others 

had to say and observe them”, while another also talked about stepping back but saw this decision as related to 

influencer training: “To be open to the process and the level of participation of others. I was challenged to take a step 

back and to not be the dominating factor of the conversation...I attempted to focus on asking open ended questions in 

hopes of bringing the conversation back to focus. While this was outside of our training I asked my facilitators if I could 

lead our last session for the day. I think this helped to influence positive responses and build on discussions of the day 

with more focus on our theme through the four lenses.” 

As the HHFS responses of the team facilitators did not reflect on the influencer’s roles in their theme teams, the 

evidence of the impact of the influencer training at this time is limited to the insight from the influencer’s point of view. 

“Today I learned the importance of taking the time to ensure youth are supported through influencers and facilitators.”  

As described above, they planned to use the skills during the conference, later reflecting that they felt they used the 

skills implicitly by playing a role in promoting participation and keeping conversations open. Finally, many reflected that 

they would use it back home in their own communities. Common themes were:   

 
• Guide important conversations this week 

• Build relationships 

• Explore difficult concepts 

 

Considerations for next conference 

As young people suggested, in the future, they want to be need to be made aware of their role prior to arriving at the 

conference and to be given more detailed descriptions of the available roles and requirements. 
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 Influencer training is part of a number of ongoing programs that the SCC facilitates throughout the year. Reconsider the 

purpose of having Influencer training take place at the conference. Does it help SCC realize the goal of creating more 

leadership opportunities and training for young people in both the conference and beyond?   

Future data collection about how having some youth be influencers affects other youth needs to be explored, especially 

if some youth attending have taken the Influencer training in ongoing programs prior to the conference, and/or have 

more training post conference.  

Possibilities include doing follow up interviews with influencers to ask about influencing interactions they had, 

comparing the proliferation of conference themes in both past conferences with future ones to see if there are 

differences that emerge. Other possibilities could be focus groups or more specific questions that ask delegates to map 

who helped them during the week, if they changed their opinions on influencer topics and how that came to be. 

Inclusion Team 

The SCC’s conferences have included some form of an inclusion team since the founding conference in 1991, and this 

function was formalized at the 2016 conference. The primary purpose of the team was to make everyone know that they 

belonged at the conference (and beyond) and to make sure the conference ran smoothly. The team is co-facilitated by 

an experienced SCC staff member and returning delegates from previous conferences and it recruits new members to it 

as the conference wears on, for whom the discussion format of the other teams is not a fit. 

To accomplish this purpose, the inclusion team kept a pulse on the heart and spirit of the conference throughout, trying 

to understand and adapt to the needs of diverse youth as they emerged throughout the event and engaging them by:  

• Making sure that people knew the different activities and resources available to them throughout the day and 

night. For example, if some participants were having difficulty adapting to the conference agenda, the inclusion 

team could step in to provide more options for participants to find places to fit in.  

• Taking in the youth voice that might not be heard during formal sessions and making the space for everybody 

to be individually listened to and have the chance to connect with someone. 

• Helping to support workshops and sessions as well as late night activities.  

• Being more flexible and not as subject to the agenda as other staff, allowing the team to react to individual and 

group needs where other staff would not be able to at the time because of their responsibilities to a larger 

group.  

 

“We are the perimeter, we help contain the conference, and  

ensure that all of the components of the conference fit together, data collection, group 

dynamics, getting enough rest, dietary considerations being met, etc. 

 - Inclusion Team Member  

 

What were some outcomes of having the inclusion team?  
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As demonstrated in the telling of how young people experienced the conference, there were many themes that came 

out of the HHFS reflections that indicated young people felt safe and included at the conference. Many participants 

explained that they felt that they learned things or that there was something for them to take home, and that they 

connected with others and often made friends. It is not possible to untangle how these outcomes are related to having 

an inclusion team because the team is meant to be implicitly embedded in the conference. However, it appears from this 

conference and previous conferences that themes of safety and feeling included exist in part due to the influence of the 

inclusion team. 

 

I connected with some people by talking to them through hard times and being supportive.  

- Inclusion Team Member 

I made even more friendships. People here are so accepting and I feel like I'm in a safe place,  

and I can be myself. I'm so grateful for this heat-warming, amazing experience!! - Conference 

Delegate 

I learned about my mental health from talking to a peer counsellor. I feel relieved after today. - 

Conference Delegate 

 
There was also some demonstrative growth for the members of the team, as the whole team became more cognizant of 

their conversations.  

"Even within the inclusion team, the capacity building and the growth that team showed from 

working in the team, showed a lot of the potential that the inclusion could bring to other avenues."  

- Inclusion Team Member 

“I will bring my newly learned connecting and problem solving skills back home to help family and 

friends through situations” - Inclusion Team Member  

 

Voting Rights Discussion  

The SCC was invited by the Asper Centre to be a part of a process to encourage the government to lower the voting age 

to 16. Since the SCC was founded in 1991, young people have consistently advocated for the voting age to be lowered to 

16. The SCC’s Board of Directors also incorporates the youth conference process as part of its governance activities. The 

board supports a large plenary session where it hears directly from youth so it can inform its strategic decision making. 

This process meaningfully engages a large number of youth from all parts of Canada in board governance. All youth 

delegates were brought together to discuss and share their thoughts in response to questions that explored the 

implications of lowering the voting age to 16, adapted from the Asper Centre’s curriculum on the issues. 

 

“Today, I've learned that I want to vote.” 
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“I will petition to have the right to vote as a youth.” 

“I will take that [the voting age] discussion home & learn more.” 

 

Overall, the youth at the conference appeared to have a vested interest in lowering the voting age and 76.6% of youth 

voted “yes” that they thought the voting age should be lower. Their interest was most evident from their enthusiasm 

and desire to be involved in the changes that they wanted to see and the issues (see word cloud) that they felt they 

could address through having the right to vote at a younger age. 

 

 
For the full report on this session, see Voting Rights Report.  

Expressing views to government 

Throughout the conference, as outlined in the previous and next sections the SCC strives to support youth to take 

positive risks and experience vulnerability in an environment that lets them face various challenges that promote growth 

in confidence, skills, and social development. These vary for different youth, and each aspect of the conference 

challenges individual youth in different ways. 

Challenging politicians in constructive ways 

Towards the end of the conference, MP Adam van Koeverden, Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Canadian 

Heritage and to the Minister of Diversity and Inclusion and Youth, gave a brief presentation, then hosted a question and 

answer session for conference delegates. MP van Koeverden is an Olympic gold medalist in kayaking, an Inuit invention, 

and given the Truth and Reconciliation lens of the conference, some delegates were ready to challenge his presence.  

The MP opened by acknowledging that his success in kayaking was an appropriation of a culture to which he did not 

belong. One youth spoke to say that this acknowledgement wasn’t enough to make up for the harm done. 

Throughout the extended two-hour session, multiple young people forthrightly made their thoughts known on ways the 

Canadian government had played a part in actively harming those it is supposed to protect and continues to do so.  

Among the themes in the delegate statements and questions: 

 

https://www.sharingthestories.ca/assets/pdf/en/node-reports/conference-reports/canada-we-want-2020/Voting-Rights_CWW-Report_07-15-2020_e.pdf
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• The suppression of Indigenous culture. One young person from a remote community in the Yukon shared that 

their language is almost entirely lost because the only two elders who speak it are deaf. Youth from another 

community, Communauté Atikamekw De Manawan, have translated thousands of Wikipedia articles so that 

there is a written record of their language because it was close to extinction. 

• The lack of consistency in the public education system across Canada, particularly in regards to Canada’s true 

history. “I can’t learn at school and I can’t learn from my community members, so where am I supposed to 

learn this lost culture and history?”  

• Cutting budgets for healthcare systems and mental health treatment. Youth argued that even for large cities 

like the Greater Toronto Area of Ontario, with access to these systems, there can be a waiting period of 6 

months to over a year.  

• Climate inaction. At the peak of the 2019-2020 Australian bushfires, a youth pointed out that provincial and 

federal governments allowed the Coastal GasLink pipeline to move forward, further contributing to devastating 

national and global pollution. 

 

This list identifies some of the heaviest topics that came up, and it is not exhaustive. The topics overlap with many of the 

recommendations that came out of the theme teams. 

The MP expressed that he may not be able to answer particularly nuanced questions, and he gave the young people the 

time and space to air their grievances and promised to bring their voices back to Parliament, leaving his contact 

information with them. 

Once the session was over, participants went back to their theme teams and many spent time unpacking the event. 

There was a delicate balance of mixed emotions, and for many it seemed it was a cathartic experience. 

 

“I feel like the meeting w ADAM (secretariat) was productive but so many were hurt and I’m 

working to understand the pain.” 

“Really good except for the guy who came to answer questions. I feel as though he offended many 

people and it didn't go as planned.” 

 

Some had a sense of validation from their peers and thought it was a positive experience overall. 

 

“I know other youth care as much about this as I do.”  

“I feel good about the parliament member coming in and everyone having to ask questions.” 
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While there were multiple points of tension throughout the session, it was also a catalyst for young people to keep 

taking action, whether that was for those who felt comfortable enough to follow up with the MP about issues he had 

promised to carry forward - “Email the politician” - or those who simply wanted to pass on the messages.  

“Share the information I gathered on the topics that were brought up during the thing  

with the politician.” 

 
This session with the Parliamentary Secretary was just one of several opportunities the youth had to interact with 

decision makers from government and other youth organizations, including government officials who joined theme 

teams for all or part of their discussions, and culminating in the final showcase at Roy Thomson Hall in Toronto, hosted 

by RBC and attended by approximately 300 decision makers. 

 

 

Youth Journeys 

The SCC recognizes that everyone is on an individual journey. Some peoples’ views and experiences may align with 

others and some may not; everyone is going about it in a unique way, at their own pace. 

The conference evaluation plan aimed to have at least 4 data points for each participant, 7 at most if they took part in 

any pre-conference trainings. However, with the lengthy (up to 12-hour) days, the heavy workload, and emotional toll 

that the conference programming can take on participants, not everyone completed their Head, Heart, Feet, and Spirit at 

the end of every night. 

The daily data points from a significant percentage of the delegates each day does provide reliable insights into both the 

common flow, common journey, and common outcomes, as well as distinct individual journeys. The daily HHFS exercise 

provides space for young people to personally reflect on their complex emotions and demonstrated that the conference 

gives them a safer space to be vulnerable with others.  

“Reaching out when I had flashbacks & PTSD & taking time for me!” 

 
One youth at their first data point expressed that, “It seems somewhat difficult to teach knowledge in a space where my 

knowledge isn't recognized.” On the final day they shared, “My voice can be heard.” 
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A major common theme was the positive growth for people who started out anxious and then became more social and 

started making friends. For another participant who started out on a positive note despite their social anxiety, they 

continued to recognize their own improvement.  

Day 1: “I feel happier knowing I've connected with people. Social anxiety is a real pain.” 

Day 2: “How to be real with people … I said something personal.” 

Day 3: “I've learned I can be real with people. even if I make mistakes.” 

Day 4: “Next time, I will be more expressive. These friends I've made deserve love.” 

 
Quite a few youth made a transition from the initial stage of being anxious to speak up and to get to know others, to 

being excited to share with the group and even to present findings at the showcase.  

Day 1: “In the morning, I was scared to say the wrong thing. I told people the ideas. Now, I'm ready to share and 

learn.” 

Day 2: “I feel better than yesterday. I can't wait to present my ideas.” 

Day 4: “I feel so excited, but there is a fear that our voice wasn't heard 100%.” 

 

An influencer who started off on a strong note had a dip in the middle when they became more nervous as the 

conference officially began, but moved back to a high. Not only was their connection with others strengthened, so was 

their connection to themself.  

Day 1: “I feel connected with everyone here.” 

Day 2: “I'll want to take it back with me to my community and tell everyone.” 

Day 4: “Getting into our theme groups I was nervous because of what if no one wanted to talk or share anything 

but at the end everything went good and us as a group connected.” 

Day 5: “This morning group was pretty deep based on what we did and it was pretty overwhelming … I feel more 

connected with the group knowing we all have similar things on what we went through and that we're not 

alone.” 

Day 6: “I feel pretty alright not the best but not the worst.” 

Day 7: “I've learned how this conference changes people in a good way … I feel more connected with myself in a 

good way and with the new friends I made I feel more confident.” 

 
It was difficult for some young people to engage at first, but they transitioned from distant and excluded to connected.   

Day 1: “Felt a little distant from people.” 

Day 2: “Started to participate in more group activities.” 

Day 4: “I connected with the team I was in and learned some fun things.” 
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Day 7: “Today I've learned that I can do things I thought I never could like presenting and amplifying people’s 

voice to make real changes … Today I connected with amazing people who have helped me learn new things.” 

 
Growing friendships and creating meaningful bonds with peers was another strong change that paved the way for young 

people to be vulnerable with one another.  

Day 2: “I really got to know my fellow influencers/facilitators. It felt really nice.” 

Day 4: “I connected with the group in regards to the hardships of the life but I think I could connect more.” 

Day 5: “I feel good, our group really connected and spent a lot of time together which was refreshing. It was 

super cool to see now they were all laughing together, it felt good.” 

Day 7: “I feel really full of love and gratitude for everyone and their light & energy … I really gave my heart out, 

opening up about topics that I really haven't said/spoken about openly.” 

Section 4 Summary  

The previous section described how the conference environment was achieved in the words of participants. The analysis 

of findings has associated the conference environment and its qualities with the outcomes achieved at system, social, 

and individual levels. Specifically, this section reported on:  

• How young people documented the conference:  Youth delegates volunteered to join the Sharing the Stories 

evaluation team, and in teams collected surveys on IPads, conducted interviews on camera, produced videos 

and helped analyze data related to the Voting Rights discussion. Most youth delegates documented their own 

journey throughout the conference through the Head, Heart, Feet, Spirit daily sheets. The Social Identity Group 

documented in great detail the experience of the Safer Space and its components. 

• How a safer space supported:  learning, socializing, risk taking and encouraging action: The SCC’s Four Pillars 

provided a safer spaces framework for moving fluidly between serious intense moments and laughter, between 

hard work and games, between discussion and physical movement. Learning about themselves and others, as 

well as issues of the day, was closely interconnected with socializing, taking personal and group risks, being 

vulnerable and helping those feeling vulnerable, and taking concrete action by creating products like team 

videos, recommendations and reports.  

• How influencer training and an intentional Inclusion Team supported the creation of safer spaces within the 

conference structure : The impact of the influencer training is somewhat ambiguous at this time and needs 

further exploration. The influencers who were unhappy that they weren’t facilitators seemed overtly to create 

some tension and disruption of a sense of safety, especially for themselves. Yet, the HHFS quotes of influencers 

do indicate that they effectively applied techniques from the training to foster open and inclusive discussions 

within their teams.  The existence of the inclusion team signals a SCC system commitment to the physcological 

and physical safety of each participant. This team is dedicated to problem solving for each individual at the 

conference; solving the small problems like no toothpaste leads to feeling heard, important and belonging, 

which is turn leads to trust, sharing and solving the larger issues. Measuring the impact of the team would 

benefit from further exploration and documentation, which may lie in the area of how many, and what type of 

problems did the team solve in any given day at the conference. Inclusion team members did report that they 

felt their problem solving skills had greatly increased and would be useful to them in the future. 
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• How youth experienced the various challenges of the conference and how those challenges are associated with 

outcomes : The challenges youth faced varied considerably, for some youth it’s overcoming anxiety, shyness 

and feeling not good enough to speak. For other youth, it’s learning to not dominate a conversation, to listen 

and apply techniques to support others to speak. For many, a challenge was hearing and learning about the 

hardships of others. It is clear that there is a journey from what they experience as challenges on Day 1 to 

taking risks in between as they overcome these and as they particpate identifying positive outcomes. Outcomes 

include learning about others, acquiring cross-cultural competencies, learning new things about various social 

issues, feeling increased autonomy, competence and connectedness at individual, social and system levels.    

• Journeys of various youth day by day throughout the conference and changes that they experienced in those 

journeys : The daily HHFS and the stories they tell have many more possibilities for analysis. As a program tool, 

the documentation of each day’s experience is helpful for team facilitators and conference organizers to adjust 

dynamically to the ebb and flow. It provides real-time data about how travel fatigue, emotional fatigue, 

physical fatigue from staying up late talking to others play a role, but are also countered by learning, increasing 

connection and curiousity. It may be an interesting research question to explore how and when faciliators do 

adjust their daily plans. In the words of a delegate the HHFS help us understand “how this conference changes 

people in a good way …”  

Limitations 

Although HHFS is a powerful tool for many reasons, it should also be noted that there are many things that happen 

during a day that young people may choose not to bring to the forefront when responding. Furthermore, if people chose 

not to respond on certain days, or at all, it does not mean that important things did not happen, rather they just have 

not been documented in the HHFSs.  

Feedback to Participants 

As a result of the conference, the SCC has created an on-going Youth Research Team from interested conference 

participants. Supported by SCC adult allies, including academic partners, this team will communicate the location of this 

report on SCC’s website through social media and their personal contacts with delegates, prepare official short messages 

summarizing key findings to be communicated in on-going messages through SCC social media channels, and prepare a 

message to be sent directly to each participant. 

Opportunities for Future Research 

The conference environment, and that of other youth programming, is challenging for quantitative inquiry.  How can SCC 

measure change over time in a rigorous way?  Some suggestions include: 

− Pre and Post Conference surveys happen before and after the conference, lessening the burden and fatigue at 

actual conferences  

− Fewer quantitative surveys on focused questions  
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− Quantitative surveying that follow a regular calendar schedule each year to more holistically explore youth 

participation and growth within multiple programs longitudinally 

− Offering incentives for participation in research 

 
The evaluation research indicates that the conference continues to build inclusive environments which are experienced 

as safer spaces to be vulnerable, share experiences, take risks that build confidence, and assist youth to connect in 

meaningful ways with others.   

The SCC is expanding its year-round programming for these delegates through the #CanadaWeWant movement. This 

engagement throughout the year will allow increased dialogue with young people about the outcomes they perceive as 

time passes, how their conference experience is or is not useful in their daily lives, and what can be done to strengthen, 

as well as extend and support the seeds of potential outcomes sown at the conference. The SCC has much to learn about 

the motivations for returning year after year, and we are weighing the benefits of that for those who return versus the 

benefits of increasing the number of youth who are new first-time delegates. 

Future research with existing data could include: 

1. Demographics:  

a. Multivariate modelling of demographic characteristics to understand if there are more nuanced 

differences in HHFS collection  

b. Further exploration of the demographic characteristics of conference delegates compared to 

influencers and facilitators  

2. Exploring the level of depth that youth share in their HHFS reflections, and what demographic characteristics or 

participation variables (i.e. theme team or role), if any, are related to more in-depth reflections  

3. Comparing the journey of influencers to other participants and facilitators  

4. Comparing the experience and outcomes of youth who participate in SCC programs outside of the conference 

to those who don’t 

a. What are the participation profiles of young people engaged in CWW? 

 

5. Multi Year Comparisons:  

a. Do themes and/or outcomes differ and in what ways for youth who have attended multiple 

conferences? 

b. In response rates 

 
Future Data Collection Possibilities include:  

1. Phone interviews to follow up after conference  

2. End of conference influencer survey - A network map of who young people see as influential 

3. Asking questions directly to youth about the magic of the conference 
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I learned that youth can make a difference and that there [are] people who wanna help and 

make a difference together. 

I will remember how good it feels to share my ideas and have people listen to them and vice 

versa. 

I learned how much this conference truly changes people and how much it means to them. I 

met a girl at the start of the conference who was feeling alone and feared to connect or leave 

to meet people. A few days later I saw her hanging out with people and dancing at the dance. 
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Appendix 1 

 

  Test 

Variable Categorizations Responded to HHFS Y/N Number of HHFS in those who 
responded 

Age Based on quartiles ages 13-16 vs. 17-18 
vs. 19-20 vs. >20 

Or 13-19 and >20 

Or 13-20 and >21 

Pearson chi-squared One way ANOVA 

 

T-test 

T-test 

Ethnicity North American vs. all others 

First Nations, Métis and Inuk vs. all 
others  

Pearson chi-squared T-test 

Gender Male vs. Female vs. Gender Non-binary 

And 

Male & Non-Binary vs. Female  

Female & Non-Binary vs. Male 

Pearson chi-squared One way ANOVA 

 

 

T-Test 

T-Test 

Sexuality Queer vs. Not queer  Pearson chi-squared T-test 

Rural & 
Remote 

Lives in a town <10K vs. Not  

Lives >1 hour from a city vs. not 

Pearson chi-squared T-test 
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